
A Winning Start!

Weekly Market Insights

Financial Markets
Equity markets have greeted the New Year with a 
remarkable rally.  For the week, the Dow Industrials 
rose 1.81%, the S&P 500 rose 2.47%, and the 
NASDAQ led the field gaining 4.32%.  One interesting 
observation is that the New Year gains are in reverse 
order of last year’s losses, with the tech-heavy 
NASDAQ outperforming year to date after 
underperforming significantly last year.  It will be 
interesting to see if the market will close the first 
month of the year with momentum.  There is a lot to 
learn this coming week.

Economics
All eyes will be on the Federal Reserve with the Open 
Market Committee Meeting taking place Tuesday and 
Wednesday of this week.  The question on all 
investors’ minds is, will the Fed appear a bit more 
dovish, or will they keep their foot on the monetary 
brake?  That question will be answered by Chairman 
Powell on Wednesday.  If Powell’s presentation does 
not portray confidence that their policy has been 
effective and that they can be less aggressive going 
forward, then this past month’s gains may evaporate 
in a hurry. 

Interestingly, the European Central Bank (ECB) and 
the Bank of Japan appear to be increasing the 
aggressiveness of their monetary tightening 
campaigns.  This does make sense since they lagged 
behind when the Fed first started tightening, and has 
been made obvious by recent changes in currency 
valuations.  The U.S. dollar has been falling relative to 
the Euro and Yen.  Many investors worry about this 
and think it indicates broader weakness in the U.S.  In 
fact, many are concerned about the U.S. trade deficit.  

As we have written in the past, a trade deficit is not 
really a bad thing, and, with relatively open monetary 
and trade systems, a cheaper currency encourages 
balanced trade.  In very simple terms, if the dollar 
gets cheaper versus the Euro, Europeans look at U.S. 
goods as if they are on sale.  This can be very 
positive for the United States.

We are still waiting to see what will happen with the 
debt ceiling, but we believe that somehow they will 
come to a last minute third quarter compromise.  
Unfortunately, this is an ongoing unresolved issue 
that will weigh on investors’ minds, and the 
associated rhetoric will likely contribute to market 
volatility.

Along with what we have written about today, both 
China and the Ukraine pose very real potential 
problems for the global economy.  We don’t pretend 
to be very good at analyzing war, but we will have 
much more on China next week.

Conclusion
Investors appear fairly comfortable at the moment, 
but, all the built up confidence can disappear in the 
blink of an eye. This week, all depends on Chairman 
Powell and the Fed.  Even though markets are doing 
well, we believe investor confidence is shallow.  
Under the circumstances, investors are wise to 
remain neutral in their portfolios.

A very interesting book about the Fed and its policy 
making is 21st Century Monetary Policy by Ben S. 
Bernanke.  It is not about the theory of monetary 
policy, but how monetary policy is made and how 
decision making has changed over the years. 
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I. Front End Disclosure

The information provided here is for general informational purposes only and should not be considered an individualized recommendation or 
personalized investment advice. No part of this material may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without the express 
written permission of 1919 Investment Counsel, LLC (“1919”). This material contains statements of opinion and belief. Any views expressed herein are 
those of 1919 as of the date indicated, are based on information available to 1919 as of such date, and are subject to change, without notice, based on 
market and other conditions. There is no guarantee that the trends discussed herein will continue, or that forward-looking statements and forecasts will 
materialize.  

Statements concerning financial market trends or portfolio strategies are based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate. There is no 
guarantee that these investment strategies will work under all market conditions or are appropriate for all clients and each client should consider their 
ability to invest for the long term, especially during periods of downturn in the market. No representation is being made that any account, product, or 
strategy will or is likely to achieve profits, losses, or results similar to those shown.

All investments carry a degree of risk and there is no guarantee that investment objectives will be achieved. 

This material has not been reviewed or endorsed by regulatory agencies. Third party information contained herein has been obtained from sources 
believed to be reliable, but not guaranteed. 

There is no guarantee that employees named herein will remain employed by 1919 for the duration of any investment advisory services arrangement.  

1919 Investment Counsel, LLC is a registered investment advisor with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. 1919 Investment Counsel, LLC, a 
subsidiary of Stifel Financial Corp., is a trademark in the United States. 1919 Investment Counsel, LLC, One South Street, Suite 2500, Baltimore, MD 
21202. ©2023, 1919 Investment Counsel, LLC. MM-00000345
II. Investment Analysis

The information shown herein is for illustrative purposes. 1919 may consider additional factors not listed here or consider some, but not all, of the 
factors listed here as appropriate for the strategy’s objectives. 

There is no guarantee that desired objectives will be achieved. 1919 has a reasonable belief that any third party information used for investment 
analyses purposes is reliable but does not represent to the complete accuracy of such information by any third party.  

III. Portfolio Composition

For illustrative purposes. There is no guarantee that the portfolio composition for the strategy discussed herein will be comparable to the portfolio 
shown here. 
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